PRESS RELEASE
Bridging the Atlantic divide – Haseltine Lake hosts patent
masterclass

Major European patent and trade mark attorney firm, Haseltine Lake, hosted its third annual
masterclass titled “Bridging the Atlantic divide - making the most of patenting opportunities in
the US” at the Royal Society of Chemistry in central London yesterday.

In-house IP practitioners from leading European companies and technology transfer
organisations, representing a wide range of industry sectors, attended the half day
masterclass, which focused on the differences between US and European patent practice
and provided ideas and approaches for maximising opportunities and avoiding pitfalls. The
seminar was in a discussion format between European and US attorneys, with delegates
encouraged to share their own experiences and steer the discussions towards issues of
practical concern to them.

The keynote speakers at the event were Jim Huffman of Huffman Law Group and James
Velema of Lathrop & Gage LLP – both from the US – who joined the Haseltine Lake team of
experts to explore ways for European practitioners to bridge the “Atlantic divide” and
maximise their success in US prosecution across the electronics, engineering, chemistry and
life sciences sectors.

For more information, please visit: www.haseltinelake.com.
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About Haseltine Lake
Haseltine Lake is a major European Intellectual Property practice with offices in four
European cities, offering top quality technical and legal advice across the full spectrum of IP
rights to clients in Europe and around the world.
Haseltine Lake enjoys long-standing, closely integrated relationships with its clients, based
on trust, transparency and flexibility, and maintains those standards with its in-house training
academy, which accepts 6 to 8 new STEM graduates each year.
www.haseltinelake.com
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